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Executive summary 

The Malaysian immigration authorities recently announced 
that Long-Term Pass (LTP) holders are now eligible to use the 
Autogate facility (i.e., automated entry–exit system) at two 
Malaysian airports when entering or departing from the country. 

 

Background 

The Autogate facility enables eligible travelers to scan their 
passports electronically when entering or departing from the 
country. Eligible travelers are not required to pre-register to 
use this facility. Prior to its introduction, travelers were required 
to present their passports for manual verification to immigration 
personnel at Malaysian airports. The Autogate facility was 
initially launched for Malaysian citizens and later extended 
to LTP holders on a pilot basis at the Kuala Lumpur International 
Airport (KLIA) 1 and KLIA 2 in late September 2022.  

 

Key Developments 

The Malaysian immigration authorities announced that starting in 
November 2022, holders of all eligible LTPs (i.e., Residence 
Pass-Talent, Employment Pass, Student’s Pass, Professional 
Visit Pass, Temporary Work Visit Pass, Premium Visa Pass, 
Malaysia My Second Home (MM2H) Pass, Long-Term Social 
Visit Pass, Dependant’s Pass) can use the Autogate facility at 
both KLIA 1 and KLIA 2, provided they hold passports that 
contain digital chips and comply with the standards set by the 
International Civil Aviation Organization. LTP holders who do 
not have such passports must continue to undergo manual 
document checks at KLIA 1, KLIA 2 and all other Malaysian 
international airports. 
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Impact on employers 

LTP holders’ ability to use the Autogate facility is expected 
to streamline and expedite their entry to, and departure from, 
the country. In so doing, the new policy may enhance the 
experience of qualifying travelers, including foreign workers, 
who are employed by Malaysian companies. 

 

Key Steps 

EY will continue to monitor these developments. Should you 
have any questions, we encourage you to contact one of our 
immigration professionals. 
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